
£1,350 Per month

High Street
Redhill
Surrey



2 bathrooms

2 bedrooms

1 receptions rooms
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Ralph James is delighted to offer this incredible apartment in the
new Queensgate Development.

Situated in Redhill town centre, the location is perfect, especially if
you need to commute by train every day, as Redhill’s mainline
station can take you into the bright lights of London in just 30
minutes!

Step in to what feels like a New York apartment block, with a
welcoming and modern foyer, lifts or stairs lead you up to this
modern and stylish apartment. It has been immaculately decorated
and presented throughout.

The wide hallway leads you into a spacious open plan
kitchen/dining/ living room which is a fantastic entertaining space
for family and friends. The contemporary kitchen has been designed
with integrated appliances.

Both bedrooms are an excellent size and benefit from fitted
wardrobes. The master bedroom has the advantage of a en-suite
shower room. There is also a family bathroom off the hallway.

Surrounded by local shops, coffee shops and a few restaurants,
Redhill town centre holds a lot of what anyone would need on a
day-to-day basis. However, if you enjoy evenings out, or perhaps the
cinema, head into Reigate High Street where you can enjoy a stroll
through the elegant town, enjoy a film at the Everyman cinema and
then head out to one of the many bars or pubs Reigate has to offer
for a few drinks and maybe to even enjoy some live music!
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Thomas likes it
because....
"Having known this building intimately
before the works started I can already
see the huge improvement made. The
computer generated image looks
incredible and will transform the street
scene immensely. With all the
regeneration to Redhill's town centre this
will be the 1st of many so this is a great
opportunity to get in first. The show flats
are simply stunning and really show
what it will be like to live in this exciting
new development."

"We are pleased to announce the release of our Queensgate development
in the heart of Redhill, with a choice of stunning 1 & 2 bedroom new build
apartments from £260,000 situated within a short walk of Redhill Station.

Features of this development include a lift to all floors, video entry phone,
wood flooring & stone kitchen work surfaces.

Show flat now open & reservations being taken."

This development is eligible for the Government Help to Buy scheme.


